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Warriors cats game untold tales

Warrior Cats: Untold Tales is a digital reimagining of the world of Warrior Cats. Enter a virtual experience where you can create your own Warrior and explore an open world. Available only for Windows computers. Join Clan Enter the iconic forest area and become a soldier of ThunderClan, ShadowClan, WindClan, or
RiverClan. Or set out on your own as a Loner and start your own clan. Become a True Warrior stalk your robber! Hunting rabbits, mice, frogs, thrushes, fish and squirrels. Battle invaders, take part in patrols, or help a local medical cat. To visit the Gathering at Fourtrees, visit Moonstone, and friends back in camp. Find the
Romance Court cat of your choice and find a mate. Do a kitten of your own and raise them loyal to your clan. Your family can even give you a gift or two! Create your cat to choose from different colors and fur patterns to make your cat unique. Customize your character with different skills and levels to top your cat's safe!
And more! Become a kittypet and explore Twolegplace, collect powerful herbs, explore famous landmarks, and more Warrior Cats: Untold Tales. Download now! Community Forums Join The Untold Tales Clan by registering in our forums. Chat with other players, post questions and suggestions, or find a new role-
playing group! Get Email Updates on Untold Legacy, Untold Tales, and Other Projects @FalconDevelops! Welcome to the Official Warrior Cats: Untold Tales Forum! Current version: v15 Check out our awesome roleplaying board! The forum has a new look! You can switch back to how it looked before by choosing
Legacy skin. Screenshots, Fan Art, and other Media Board Threads Posts Last Post Screenshots – 3 Preview Any and all the cool screenshots of the game should be posted here! 260 4207 Murky Waters CYOA with Pumpkin Spots November 21, 2020 14:15:38 GMT -5 Fan Art - 1 Viewing you draw, paint, or create
something cool for this game? Put it here for others to see! 446 162 HMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMmm with Strikeclaw Avenger October 5, 2020 13:10:21 GMT -5 Video Have you made a great video about this game? Post a link to it here! 48 138 Petalmista Bloom! by Deleted On Aug 28, 2020 21:16:46 GMT -5 Misc.
Media Making game of your own, have you made something that just doesn't seem to fit into other categories? We would love to see it here! Sub-board: WC: UT Related Stories 253 796 Tidal (Warrior cats based roleplay) by Nikson Dec 13, 2020 18:32:56 GMT -5 Fan Fiction All Warriors fan fiction, regardless of what's
related to the game or not, would be posted here. 375 824 If Firestar Never Came to ThunderClan by Hollyleaf ღ Dec 7, 2020 3:44:23 GMT -5 Legend New Posts From New Posts Forum Information &amp; Statistics warriors-_untold_tales_v15.exeFile Size: 6835 kbFile Tips: exeDownload File Ready to start your forest
areas? The game is available available links provided to the left. Thanks for the game! Enjoy!-Falconstar, Game Developer Confirm your email to enable sharing. Problems? x We're experiencing disruptions to email delivery. If you don't receive emails from us, please try at 8pm EST. x You've read books. You know cats.
But one story remains untold – YOURS. Fanmade game based on the Warrior Cats series, which Falcon_Star. It can be downloaded here. In it you can play as a cat ThunderClan, WindClan, RiverClan or ShadowClan (not SkyClan). You also have the potential to become a rogue or kittypet. The game later retooled for
an original spiritual adaptation named Cattails.This Game provides examples: Artificial stupidity: If the enemy cat tries to attack you, it will try to go through obstacles rather than around them (to reach you). Awesome but impractical: Combat missions can easily cost you more reputation to heal from than you get out of
battle in the first place. Ironically, they're the most practical if you become a medical cat mate – then you can heal yourself. Back from the Dead: Most soldiers who die will accidentally reincarnate. Battle Rain: They can happen. Cool Old Guy: George's Dogs Are Dumb: The only way to kill a dog is to lure it to the road
and it will allow yourself to die. (CPU cats are smart enough to run.) Easily forgiven: Although it costs some reputation only to be allowed to become a kittypet in the first place, if you do this, then return to your clan, nothing will have changed and you will be taken back as if nothing had happened. Easter Egg: Lots. Some
include having to save a kit from your clan in the winter and the name you're getting if you try to rename your character Falconstar. Fetch Quest: If you talk to your clan medical cat or queen, they will ask you to find a specific herb or set of objects to play with. Flip-Screen Scrolling Guilt-Based Gaming: The game really
tries to make you feel like a bastard, if you become a kittypet, then you want to run back to the clans. Let's not forget what happens to the fuzzy when you become a kitten and let thrash into the closet. Instant Capstone: Killing the cat will make the tombstone immediately appear in its place. Karma meter: also serves as
currency. Not Allowed to Grow: The sets in the nursery never grow. It used to relate to your apprentice and his kit, but now they also become warriors. One Hit KO: Run over with a monster, or walking to another clan camp. Technically not hit by a monster. If you get out of it quickly and have a lot of health, you can
survive. Purely Aesthetic Sex: Your character. Well, it becomes important if you have to choose an assistant - you can only mate with cats of the opposite sex. Roaming Enemy: There are many of these, although some are not enemies like the very rare Ember. Rule Cool: Unlockable colors like Tiger Start My Own: If you
play as a rogue you are able to start your own clan, although it is not the same as a real clan (not a grass cat, for one thing). You don't kill: avert. While it is mentioned that Killing Bite is considered dishonorable by most cats, there are no in-game consequences of killing other cats, either by Killing Bite or by murdering a
downed enemy. Video Game Cruelty Potential: After you knock out the cat and it is helpless and harmless, you are able to kill it by continuing to spoil it. Wide Open Sandbox: Regardless of the advice, there's no fixed goal. You can explore, hunt, battle, collect herbs for a medical cat, become a rogue or kittypet, find a
mate, etc. what happened to the mouse: thunderclan in your first game through you meet Treekit and fiercekit. Both have never heard of it again after you grow up and never mentioned anyone. The update revealed that Fiercekit has joined BloodClan under the name Fierce. Treekit's location has become something of a
meme on the game forums. View source Share Edits: 14,332 | Articles: 141 Welcome! Welcome to the Warrior Cats Untold Tales Wiki! Here is an informative encyclopedia about our beloved game! We always want a new investor, and never be afraid to jump right! This is an unofficial fan-made game for the Warriors
series with Erin Hunter. In this game you can: Play as ThunderClan, RiverClan, WindClan, or ShadowClan Hunt mice, squirrels, rabbits, frogs, fish, and thrushes. Help your clanmates out! Every clan has a queen, a deputy, and a medical cat disciple who would be happy to accept help. A wide map (100+ areas) covering
almost the entire Forest Territory Fight cats of other clans! Become a mentor and be an apprentice! Fully functional day/night cycle system fall in love and get a mate! The featured ArticleFalcon Star Falcon star (or Falcon_star, usually nicknamed, Falcon) is a programmer of Warrior Cats Untold Tales. Pointing out that
there were no suitable Warriors games, he then deided to make his own with his three-year programming experience. His fellowship and continuing best fan was his sister, who just showed her face on Memorial Day on Multiplayer Day. He once almost thought of quitting the game, with less than 100 plays when uploaded
to yoyogames. However, Falcon continued and is what is today, Warrior Cats Untold Tales we know and love. Falcon created a forum thread a lot of time for offcial warrior cats and seekers on message boards. However, it was deleted and frequently moved, especially to the Arts Forum. He then weebly-hosted the site, .
He was then interviewed by Loveleaf, who was an unofficial warriors newspaper. After some time, the idea was to make a wiki. Falcon star made wiki while on offcial Message board's we are not allowed to be outside the link, so it was called the Informative Guide that anyone can edit. Read more... Monday, January 2,
2017: Let's Get This Running My Name is Dustyfur, and I'm looking for people to get this wiki running. Anyone who can help please do so. These changes will take effect immediately. Saturday, June 8, 2013 News Announcements As you can see from The Community Header, fanfictions will be deleted. However, you
can see we got a great new forum and you can easily add your FanFictions to our Fan-made Entries. Let's Get This Going! Okay, so I'm back, and I'm asking for all your help. We will grow like a great wiki! We just have to work on it! 130 Pages! Good job everyone! We should all be proud of it! 130 pages! Giant list that
everyone is going to hate me! I have made a great list of what needs to be done. It can be found at: User Blog: Loveleaf / What needs to be improved. 50 Pages! Good job everyone! I'm so happy for this wiki to have 50 pages! Good job! Let's Get This Wiki Started Time for some super-rallying! We can do it! Don't be
afraid to do anything if I have a problem with it, I'll fix it and just warn you. However, there is no spam, and there is no breaking obvious rules! June 16th, Two New Blog Writes There Are Two New Blog Writes! Go check them out! June 14, 2010 Chat to come ... Sometimes... Chat has come to the wiki! Well, at least, just a
little. This will come for testing, probably half a month. For this, not only can you have a live chat on any page... You can have a live chat! Visit [[1]] if you want to bring liivvee *ahem* to see what happens to it. June 5, 2010 Changes to Talk Pages Talk Pages have now actually become talk pages. Now the comments will
not be about articles, as they once were. May 27, 2010 Wiki is founded! We are founded! We hope to be wonderful and flourishing... Wiki... May 28, 2010 Wiki things you need to know about! I know about 20% of you already have a wiki, but one thing that you (despretly) is a signature. The signature shows who you are
and gives links to your conversation and userpages. Message me on my talkpage and I cn you one and teach you about wiki basics. Important LinksOfficial WebsiteOfficial Yoyo Games DownloadFAQPolicy: Guide to StylePolicy: SignaturesPolicy: UserpageSome Coding Tips. Did you know? That if you force your name
into a Falconstar, will this site be shown as a Nicetryhacker? At the beginning of the version, you were only able to have one item in your mouth? Jump right! Do not be shy or be afraid! Come on, create a new page! Community content shall be available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise specified. Noted.
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